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The objective of the thesis was to analyze the data and digitalize it to the
user. The data will be gathering from the Employees' mobile devices.
The Data Center is integrated into Azure DevOps and Common Data
Service environments. The system was used to start reclamations and
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handling the data. The data consisted of several columns such as start
time, end time, duration and the holder of the data. The data was stored
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Terms and Abbreviations
UI

User Interface.

CRM

Customer Relations Management, or Microsoft CRM ERP
System.

IDE

Integrated development environment.

Back-end

The functionality done dynamically in the some where else
than what visible to the user. Includes things like code,
databases.

Front-end

The part of the software that the user sees. Includes things
like buttons, input fields, and images.

UML

Unified Modelling Language.

UID

Unique Identifier.

GUID

Globally unique identifier.

IDEs

integrated development environments.

LOOKUP

A variable refers to the common data between two or more
CDS entities that can be constructed as a string or integer or
Boolean, used when data in one Entity associates to data in
another entity.

BPM

Business Process Management.

Boolean

A variable type can either be true or false.

String

A form of text data, consists of multiple characters, usually
used as a variable type.

TFVC

Team Foundation Version Control.

SDK

Is a software Development Kit, intended to develop a specific
system or program.

Int

Short for integer,represent the whole numbers.
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INTRODUCTION
The commissioned company needed new systems to transfer from
traditional systems of calculating work effort distribution and work tickets
like initializing information manually in Azure DevOps, Excel, Paper.
The upsurge of the IT-industry causes companies to transform their
strategies in managing their business process and counting work time
(McKinsey Company, 2020). The importance of the presence of the mobile
in our daily life spunks the company to show interest in involving mobiles
in the work environments and using the advantages the mobile can
provide like applications.
The System helps in saving the company time with increased accuracy of
duties distribution among the employees. The system will help the internal
and external temporary employees manage their work smoothly.
This thesis was commissioned by A-A White Blue Consulting Oy. They are
a Microsoft partner software development company that creates software
projects. For consumers and offers consulting services for businesses. The
company is based in Riihimäki. Finland. Founded in 1998 (Commissioned
company, 2018).
The company concurred that Microsoft PowerApps and CDS and the other
related project’s used techniques covering are sufficient for the scopes for
this thesis.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

The commissioner company handles a lot of data and preparation.
Information is stored across various CDS entities. The entity is comparable
to a database table that holds data inside. The various attributes in the
entities correspond to the table's columns work proceeding. Building upon
the required data background each attribute represents certain types of
data and helps to determine the information direction inside that entity
(Microsoft dynamics entity, 2018).
At the end of 2019, the company started shifting to a new cloud storage
system. Common data service (CDS) is the new storage system for the
company. The data from Microsoft dynamics 365 apps is also stored in
Common Data Service. This feature gives the ability to build projects on
different platforms. Users can extend the Power Apps apps by leverage on
Microsoft Dynamics 365 data (Common Data Service Definition, 2019).
Common Data service was chosen since it fulfilled company requirements
like providing the integration with Azure DevOps. The company prefers
Common Data Service because it can be accessed from PowerApps and
Microsoft CRM with the ability to use plugins.
The thesis idea introduced when the company started to grow and
accordingly needed a flexible system to help in managing the company's
projects. The system is required for creating easy access by both the
internal and external temporary employees. For ability to manage the
project's tickets and initialize the work time automatically or manually. The
outcome will show the utilized time for each project separately that the
logged-in employees part of. Then billing the customer according to the
utilized time and the agreed-upon hourly rate.
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RESEARCH METHODS
The project is merged between many techniques to fit the business
requirements. The thesis will help in extending the knowledge of the
PowerApps and CDS and other related techniques fields. During the thesis
work used many reliable resources from Microsoft and suggested
resources from experts. Microsoft continuously publishes new features to
fit the user's requirements (planned features, 2020). Following the latest
updates and released features help in carrying out the best performance
to make the project work effectively.
One of the Power Apps supported platforms is the Power Apps chat
community. The community is helping to solve problems where
PowerApps users face. Community helps developers share their
experience in the Power Apps system with others. Mostly there is
Microsoft employee's participation in helping to solve the common
problem (PowerApps Community, 2020).
To extend the level of knowledge and go more deeply into PowerApps
need to follow Udemy courses and try to cover most of the features they
provide. Courses help Start to learn how to use Microsoft PowerApps and
coding in PowerApps plugins in C# coding language. Microsoft CRM system
and Microsoft PowerApps have a common way to use code and some
common background work process in some aspects.
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TOOLS
To start implementing the project, it needs to set up the developing
environment and CDS that is being used in the back-end storage.
In some development steps, it needs to use Microsoft Power Automate
service. Using power Automate will help PowerApps to become a more
flexible system. Power Automate will work as a binding tool with other
services like Azure DevOps (PowerApps Definition, 2019).

4.1 Microsoft PowerApps
Power Apps is a high-potency enlargement platform for business apps. The
system created by Microsoft. The first version was released in April 2016
with basic functions and low User Interface options. It is considered as
AppService's connectors and data platforms. It helps to build mobile
applications for various types of user needs. It is possible to work with
online or on-premises data sources like Share point, ExcelDynamic365, SQL
and MySQL. (PowerApps Definition, 2019).
In August 2016 Microsoft released the SharePoint user-friendly version of
the SharePoint Online Modern lists. The users can easily create the app
from the command bar of the SharePoint online page. The app will show a
customizable ready template. Then PowerApps begin to support
connecting the on-premises SharePoint list.
CDS becomes a global production and users have increased continuously
over the years. The increase of the CDS population makes it the main data
storage across PowerApps, Microsoft Flow, and pro-development tools. (
Desai, 2016.)
In October 2018, there was a major improvement across the themes in
PowerApps. The released version allowed apps makers to create higher
quality apps. The update makes the existing contents and concepts more
useable and fast to use (Released features from Microsoft PowerApps,
2019).

4.1.1- PowerApps Components
PowerApps components Consisting of three types of platforms namely
Canvas app, Model-driven app and Portal app.
Canvas apps: Canvas app can build as Mobile or tablet applications. Canvas
app provides ready templates that can evolve with various 200 data
sources.
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Model-Driven apps: Model-driven apps automatically generate practical
useable UI which is responsive across devices. Model-Driven apps can build
views, model forms, and other data components from core business data
and processes in CDS.
Portal: Portal is support creating external websites that allow the
organization’s outside users to sign in with a wide variety of identities. It
allows creating and viewing data in Common Data Service, or even browse
content anonymously. (PowerApps maker, 2020.)
Power Apps uses Microsoft’s formula system to perform owned logical
tasks. Developers can handle a formula system with insufficient previous
involvement in coding. The Canvas app’s UI configuration and most of the
back-end works are done by the formula’s system.
There is a common entering Formula process between Microsoft Excel and
Microsoft Power Apps. The Microsoft Excel uses the same formula
performance concept. The diversity is the formula system of Power Apps
is not just for calculating values and execute other tasks but also responds
to the user's input and the app desires (PowerApps formula system, 2020).
A formula is adopted to determine the app's responding action when a
user clicks a button, adjust the slider, or utilizes some text (PowerApps
formula system, 2020). PowerApps use a Collection function. The
collection is an array used to store data in PowerApps internal data storage
and load it when they demand it (PowerApps collections, 2018).
In

Power

Apps

You build formulas that apply precisely

to applications than of spreadsheets.. The formula itself is attached to

PowerApps UI component properties. To more understand the developing
platforms ( Figure 1 ) demonstrates the formula structure and how can
the user control the inputs to fit the app requirements (PowerApps
formula system, 2020).

Figure1. The structure of the PowerApps formula system and control list.
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4.2 Microsoft Power Automate (previously Flow)
Power Automate is a cloud system that works as a binding tool between
services and as a business process management platform. According to the
BPM the markets and businesses are growing forward very fast (BPM
(Business Process Management), 2020). Business environments need to
enhance constantly and need more automating environments between
internal and outside systems (Microsoft Power Automate, 2020).
Power Automate aims is to make the user's life easier by automating many
techniques. It simplifies the business process and makes it faster and more
effective. Basics of business rules and work processes are enough to work
PowerAutomate. To fill missing actions need to use the Power Automate
and Plugins.
Power Automate allows you to change user focus to different trends where
you can get more good results like focusing on the functionality of the
system more than focusing on the binding.
Power Automate management grants ready-made templates. The system
integrates easily with various types of systems that want to link. During
project implementation, Power Automate use as a binding tool between
Power Apps and Azure DevOps on one side and Power Apps and CDS on
the other side. It helps locate the function that users want to reach
automatically. (Microsoft Power Automate, 2020.)

Microsoft Power Automate provides three types of functions, Automated
Flow, Scheduled Flow and Button Flow. The Automated Flow is triggered
by an update. The Scheduled Flow is effective at a determined time.
Button Flow is a flow triggers effect by pressing the Button(Microsoft
Power Automate, 2020).

4.3 Common Data Service
CDS is cloud-based storage. CDS stores data in entities. Every entity
contains records. Entity work like tables in databases that contain records
with various cells types to store the data. CDS provides the ability to create
custom entities depending on Business data requirements that are
populated with Power Query. Users can prepare the app easily according
to the existing data in entities. Many features make the CDS is taken into
consideration, managing and accessing data is easy, Data is securely
stored.
CDS provides powerful data access data and flexible import and export
data options. The CDS offers add-ins that allow accessing the CDS data
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easily by Microsoft Excel which makes it easy to show and modify data
inside Excel files and publish it in CDS entities(Desai, 2016).
Microsoft Dynamic 365 applications are using CDS. using CDS helps to
extend PowerApps and make it cooperate with Microsoft Dynamics 365
because of the common configuration in the data storage aspect as in
Figure 2. (Common Data Service Definition, 2019.)

Figure2. Power Apps and Microsoft dynamics 365 storage structure.

4.4 Visual Studio 2019
Visual Studio is a computer application released by Microsoft as an
Integrated Development Environment. It is used for various development
platforms like computer programs, web apps, websites, mobile apps, and
web services. Since 1997, Microsoft has constantly expanded Visual Studio
features to be more professional. Microsoft is trying to meet the user's
needs and pursue the fast-growing technology. Visual Studio uses
Microsoft software development platforms such as API and Windows
Forms. These platforms help to utilize either native code or manage code.
Native code such as native COM interfaces or the Babel Framework (part
of Visual Studio SDK) (Visual Studio 2019 Definition, 2020). Managed Code
is the code compiling by a specific time (manage code definition, 2016).
Visual studio is the more practical IDE for coding, debugging and adding
extensions to the project. The visual studio offers an easy connection with
GitHub Repository and Azure DevOps Repository to upload the project to
the cloud (Visual Studio 2019 Definition, 2020).
The Community version of the Visual Studio is open-source with fully IDE
features for students and individual developers. There is a various version
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of the visual studios like 3.0, 4.0 and the 5.0 support the features of the C#
language. Visual Studio has different methods to implement apps by C#
such as class designer, Form designer including Data Designer (Visual
Studio 2019 definition, 2020).

4.5 Azure DevOps
Azure DevOps offers services that support Teamwork for code
development. Until 2018 it was formerly named as Visual Studio Team
Foundation Server (TFS). It offers collaboration on software development
through source control. Azure DevOps offers continuous integration which
is a very useful feature in software development.
Azure DevOps integrates features that can be reached easily from the
browser or IDE. Azure DevOps includes different features to support
teamwork. These features are :
Azure Repos: Azure Repos works the same way as GitHub work but in a
more flexible way by participating with other features at the same time
and provide TFVC for source control.
Azure Pipelines: Azure pipeline supports continuous integration by getting
support from the build and release services.
Azure Boards: Azure Boards is a suite of Agile tools that help to implement
scrum processes and work managing and effort distribution.
Azure Test Plans: Azure test feature allows users to test the apps with
several tools in the manual or regular testing styles.
Azure Artifacts: is responsible for distributing NPM and NuGet packages
from both private and public sources and integrate these packages by
sharing them in CI (continuous Integration) / CD (continuous Delivery)
Pipeline. (Azure DevOps definition, 2019.

4.6 Plugin Registration Tool
The tool is part of the CRM SDK developed by Microsoft, which also
includes other documentation, sample code, and tools related to CRM
development( Plugin Registration Tool, 2020). The Plugin Registration tool
allows you to register and configure plugins for Dynamics 365. The plugin
Registration tool is a graphical tool as shown in Figure 3 for Dynamics 365.
Plugin Registration tool is a graphical tool as shown in (Figure 3) ( CRM,
2016 ).
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Figure3. Plugin Registration tool UI( CRM, 2016 ).
At the top of the main view, there are buttons to create a new connection
and reload the ongoing connection. At the top, you will also find the
“Replay plug-in execution ” and “View plug-in profile ” buttons, which are
tools for debugging plugins. Plugin debugging is not essential for the
indicated job. The main view also classifies the assemblies registered in the
organization. The + button on the left of the assembly opens a list showing
the plugins in the Assembly. Furthermore, the list can be expanded if
images have been registered for in the plugin.

4.7 Plugins
Plugins are a business logic that helps to integrate with Microsoft Dynamics
CRM. Plugins help in modifying or changing the system default behavior. It
can be defined as the handler of the events of Microsoft Dynamics 365.
Plugins execute on a particular event on the server and cannot implement
anything that would require an interface. Plugins are written in either C#
or VB. Project’s Plugins developed by the default language to use in plugins
C#. Plugins can run either in synchronous or asynchronous mode( Plugins
Definition, 2020 ).
Some scenarios of Plugin's handling is, updating a particular field when the
specific events happened, calculate data dynamically or send an email to
the customer when some adjustments happened in particular positions(
Plugins Definition, 2020 ).
Plugins are very simple classes. To implements Plugin needs to use
Pluginbase.cs and extend to the Iplugin file which works on fetching the
filled-in data on the interface. The Pluginbase.cs has the same
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configuration as the SDK Iplugin file but with more expanded features to
reach the highest benefit from the Microsoft SDK components. The (
Figure 6) display a simple plugin that does not do any things but have class
inherit to the “ Pluginbase.cs” file and SPKL code to detect the stage's
category that will execute when running the Plugin. execute Plugins with
SPKL is more simple than registration the steps manually in the Plugin
registration tool.

Figure 6. Simple Plugins and SPKL step configuration.

Plugins have diversified phases to implement as drawn in ( Figure 7). The
stages names are:
Pre-Operation this pipeline phase will be implemented before the main
system operation. This Plug-ins stage executes outside the database
transaction.
Pre-Validation this pipeline is implemented in the database transaction
before the main system operation.
Main-Operation this phase is used for internal use only. Here the main
operation of the system is used in functions Like, create, Update, Delete.
here no custom Plugins can be registered in this state.
Post-Operation This Stage of plug-ins which are to execute after the main
operation. This Plug-ins registered on this phase can execute interior
database transactions.
( Plugins Definition, 2020 ).
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There is a similar in work process between CRM and Power Apps especially
since both of them are Microsoft Systems and use Common Data Service.
The plugins are executing inside the Common Data Service database. The
features which apply to CRM Will apply to the Power Apps as well. This one
of the components makes Power Apps more expanded and popular.

Figure 7. Plugin’s stages process workflow.

4.8 SPKL
SPKL is a script line tool as demonstrated in (Figure 4). It is a Simple and
Lightweight tool. Using SPKL eliminates the use of various processes that
were done manually by the plugins registration tool.
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Figure4. SPKL common line configuration (SPKL, 2020).
The tool developed by “Scott Dorow”. It uses as a deployment task runner
for Dynamics 365. SPKL will place all registration info on top of the class
file and deploy plugins. It will deploy Plugins by executing the “deployplugins.bat” file which will handle all the processes. Using SPKL help in
saving time and effort.
The SPKL installing can be done from the Nuget package manager. The
installed version was 1.0.226”. After prepared the file needs to execute the
downloaded file called “-deploy -webresource.bat”. Then log in by
Microsoft account and will appear the existing projects in your server to
choose the related project. (SPKL, 2020.)
To deploy Plugins, you need to utilize the plugin's name in the “spkl.json”
file configuration. Then you can implement the “deploy-plugins.bat” file as
shown in (Figure 5). To define the entities that will be generated whenever
run the plugins need to use the “spkl.json” file to prescribe the plugins and
solution location ( SPKL GitHub, 2020 ).

Figure5. Deploy Plugins file configuration.
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When working with Organization service Assemblies there are two styles
to work with. Late bound & Early bound. Late bound use Entity’s class and
need to refer to the columns and entities by using their logical name. Early
bound programming needs to generate a set of classes based on the
existing metadata for the determined organization using the generator
tool.
Generation tool is a command-line code generation using with CDS. This
tool helps to generate the Early bound .Net Framework classes style. These
classes represent the used Entity’s data by CDS. The code generation tool
(CrmSvcUtil.exe) is classified as part of the Microsoft CrmSdk CoreTools
NuGet package.
The major reason for using Early binding is to provide compile-time to
checking all types. Late binding checks types particularly when an action
is performed on the type or the object is created. There are no implicit
casts in Early binding, unlike the Late bound biding. CDS entity class
requires specific types to prevent implicitly. That one of the features why
SPKL is getting the Early bound pattern. (Late & Early binding Definition,
2020.)
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COMMON DATA SERVICE (CDS) PREPARATION

The company handled most of the creation of the storage data in CDS. The
CDS will be used as a back-end for creating a mobile and computer
application. User's operations will need a place to store. The inserted and
retrieving data will be stored in their Entity. The entity is a CDS object that
consists of data rows. A data row consists of multiple records where have
a comparable process to how tables stored data in the database that
contain varying types of data. The table's records Data can be int, Varchar,
date values, or Lookup.

5.1 - Creating a Common data service database

The first step in preparing the storage data in CDS is to create a new
Solution. CDS Solution is like a box that will consist of all the components
that you work on. There are two types of CDS Solution default and
customized Solution. The difference between them is the customized
solution grants more features than the default. Like the user can export
the Solution easily to apply the solution publisher name prefix. The
publisher's name prefix will be a merge at the beginning of each record's
name. Unlike the default solution, the user is not authorized to export the
solution to another Environment or create a unique publisher name (CDS
Solution, 2020).
To constitute the Solution needs to start selecting the “New Solution”
button. Next will display Create a New Solution Window as shown in
(Figure 8).
Then start filling the required data. The data window will require to insert
the “DisplayName” value. The “Name” field will be generated based on the
DisplayName field content. In the “publisher” field you can choose the
created publisher and insert a unique term for your data. In the “Version”
field I inserted 1.0.0.0 and then selected “Save”.
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Figure 8. Create a new CDS Solution interface.

5.2

Creating data Entity
The following steps are for creating data entities. The CDS entity will
consist of project data. The project's data will be distributed to three
entities.
Users, Work Tickets and Work Inputs entities. Creating a new entity start
by select “New” then chooses “Entity” from the drop-down list. Then will
open create new Entity Window s displayed in (Figure 9). The name field
will represent the schema name the first sector of the name is the inserted
publisher's name.
The primary field represents the records in Entity. Here the Entity will
automatically generate Many of the records.

Figure 9. Create a new Entity window.
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5.3 Creating data records
After preparing the default entity's form will need to constitute new data
records according to the business requirements. For adding new records
need to select “+ Add Field”. Then will open create a new record window
as marked in (Figure 10). The display name will represent the name on
schema and the “Name” will generate automatically by corresponding to
the Display name with Publisher name in the beginning. To use and insert
the value of this record by calling it by this name. ” The data type” will
allow choosing the type of data the record will operate. When you click on
the arrow will release the data's types drop-down list like string, int, date,
Lookup, image.

Figure 10. Create new records Window for the selected Entity.

5.4 CDS Data Type
The next step will need to attach between the entities' data. To link data
need to use Lookup. Lookup can assign as a unique int or varchar record.
When the value is unique then each record in the Entity table has owned
value. That will make a smaller chance of duplicate values.
Ticket data will directly be inserted by the employer in Azure DevOps. Data
will be stored in CDS. The data will be inserted from Azure DevOps to CDS
by fired Microsoft PowerAutomate automatically. The employer who filled
the data in Azure DevOps has his/her information already stored in the
User's Entity. The UID of the Employer will be inserted automatically when
creating a new Ticket. Each created ticket can consist of many Work-Inputs
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These work-inputs will be inserted by the allocated Employers for this
ticket as drawn on workflow in Appendix 1.
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6

MOBILE APPLICATION
The next step after configured the system’s back-end needs to starting to
implement the front-end. From a technical point, the mobile app seeks an
automatic and manual way to manage work tickets. The application needs
to be user friendly. Every function in the app has a different duty to do as
explained in (Appendix 2) where covered all app’s functions. The
application needs to be flexible in response to user missteps. Employee
mistakes can be missed clicked the Start time button at the appropriate
time and need to cancel it or forget to insert the start time when started
working on the specific Ticket or forget to click the end time button when
he/she conclude work on the selected ticket. This confuses the manual
manner can solve it easily. The CDS data are accessible from the Canvas
App & Model-Driven App where information will be gathering directly or
with helper methods.

Figure 11. The eventual UI of the application.
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Every function from the application is tested by me and other workers. The
tested purpose is to make sure the intended data is inserted and retrieved
properly from the CDS, To consider the app as effective and reliable to use
from the Company.
The application constituting start from the Microsoft Power Apps
environment from inside the Solution.
The generated blank screen will include the default aspects ratio of various
mobile devices as displayed in figure 12.

Figure 12. Create a mobile application platform.
The blank field shows what the user will interact with when using the
application.
The left area represents the UI configuration elements that will build the
app. The up and right sectors as previously mentioned it is the formula
area. The formula area is to build the app's operations and elements
arrangements.

6.1

Project’s data navigation

The first step of the app's production is to attach to data storage. Then add
the related Entities and other connectors that will be used in the project.
These components can be added from the left sector by selecting the "
Data Sources" section then can access the added actions from the " In Your
app" field.
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The project will contain various entities and connectors like " Tickets",
"Work Inputs" and "Users" entities. The leading entities' data can be
controlled by utilizing a formula system. The Formula System can be
modifying the UI and combine the app's fields to the back-end storage as
covered in ( Appendix3) all the app’s filled in orders in the Formula system.
Power Apps provide various styles to display the data at UI. The styles can
be ready for Gallery templates or ready empty Gallery frames. In the
project's Mobile application main page UI configuration used the ready
empty Gallery frame. The frame allows developers to add the data from
the online Data Source. The finished gallery's UI shows the added Entity's
data elements separately in one row. The gallery's layouts will be editable
and duplicate according to the number of rows in the Entity.
Power Apps authorizes filtering Entities and collection of data. The
Refining displayed data will help to show the tickets separately according
to the logged-in user.
In the system, each employee can be associated with more than one
project at the same time. Every company is a set of one or abounding
employees working on a specific project. . The displayed information on
mobile UI will be filtered according to the logged-in user's full name and
the searched text in the search field. The formula system order will be
utilized as shown in (Figure 13).

Figure 13. The Tickets Entity displayed a data filtering formula.

The Work Inputs gallery is displayed only the unfinished work-inputs
where the end-time or the duration is not entered. It is achievable for the
employee to add the duration manually without the start and end times.
Then the back-end fired plugin operation will collect them automatically.
Additionally, the displayed work-inputs will be related to the logged-in
user's full name and the work input's status is active. The entered formula
order will be as shown in (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. the Work Inputs filtering formula.

The data in Entities is not static because various types of employees work
on the same projects with the same back-end storage so it can be
changeable constantly. To be assured the employee will have the last
updated data will be a refresh button. Data will update manually by refresh
button for click it when need to check if there is an update in the Entity's
data. The reload icon is added from the icon section where Power Apps
offer several shapes of icons to utilize in the app's UI pleasantly as
displayed in (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Data reload icon and used formula.

In a certain condition, the data will update automatically like when the
employee creates new work Input. There is a timer formulate to update
the displayed data after 2.5 seconds. PowerApps offer a timer from the
"Input section" then select Timer and will generate a new one. The timer
can use to achieve a function when the user wants at a certain time.
I set the timer to work immediately from the “on Start” field when creating
new work input and count 2.5 seconds. After the timer is finished then will
update the retrieved data and set the timer to false to stop counting until
it is true again when new Work Input will be created as in (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Achieved function timer’s calculating is ended.
The manual manner of creating new Work-Input will be by a" + " icon in
the main app's UI. The "+ “ icon is to navigate the Employee to another
page to select the ticket which wants work in. Using the icon can be useful
in many instances like, insert the start time& end time || duration to ticket
worked already on or just start before a while and forget to insert the
started time. This “+ “ icon is added from the Power Apps icons list. This
icon is navigated to the Power Apps ready Form template as displayed in
(Figure 17).

Figure 17. Power Apps Ready Form to insert new work input.

The new form is created to match business needs. The Navigated form is
accepted to add the Ticket by the drop-down list and select the start time
and end time. It possible to insert just the duration in case the Employee
does not want to add the Start and End Time. The back-end Plugins will
automatically count start time as the current time and the end time will be
the current time subtract the minutes that the Employee adds in the
duration field. In some cases, it can be that some external employees or
employees work on a certain project temporarily with the company. To
add them work time needs to use the manual method of creating new
work input and add the employee name from the drop-down list. The
Employee field can be empty, not mandatory and there will be considering
the logged-in username as the generator of the new Work Input.
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6.2 Displayed Data
The main page configuration depends on the desired data. In the left-up
corner of the app’s UI, as shown in ( Figure 18 ), there is a label to show
the current logged in user’s full name. The benefit of putting the logged-in
username is to strengthen the security of the app by preventing the mixing
and be sure that the needed user runs the app.

Figure18. Displaying the logged-in user Full name label and formula.
The app's main page will be partitioned into two components. The Up part
will include the in-progress work inputs. The below part will contain the
logged-in user-related tickets.
The below part will be the ticket’s Gallery components. The displayed
information will be in each row contain the ticket name and status as
shown in ( Figure 19). The rows numbers will be depending on the amount
of the tickets The status need to be " Working " status to be displayed. The
ticket part will contain an "+ " icon in case the Employee wants to add the
start time manually for the selected ticket.

Figure 19. The gallery contains Ticket Entity data.

The navigate icon is intended to lead to another page where the user can
add time manually. The add start time manually page configuration is
Power Apps ready form. The ticket name and status will be shown for the
clicked ticket the employee wants to work on. If the employee inserts only
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the start time then will appear on the Work Inputs Gallery field as
unfinished Work input and when the user completes then can end it.
Employees can insert both start and end times at the same time and the
app will calculate the time in the back-end. As previously mentioned it
possible to select other employees for which this Work Input will be
pointed out or can just be left empty and will automatically insert the
logged-in user’s name. The app’s Ui will be displayed in ( Figure 20).

Figure 20. Insert star time manually form.
The up main UI page up section will be the in-progress work input’s
information. The gallery will contain rows, each row will contain the work
input's name, started time, end time button, " X " cancel icon and navigate
icon. Work input name to determine which ticket the user works on
because the employee can handle more than one ticket at the same time.
The label shows the started time for this ticket. The navigate icon will
navigate to another form which allows inserting end time manually. The
formula order text will be as in (Figure 21). When the user clicks the end
time button it will insert the current time as end time and calculate the
time in the back-end. The employee can cancel the created work input. To
cancel the work input need to click the " X " icon and that will transfer the
Work inputs status to “Cancel”. After changing the work input's status will
disappear from the available Work Inputs on the screen without any
calculating for the ticket time.

Figure 21. The displayed data of created Work Input.
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The data Insert end time Form will allow adding only the end time
manually. The other data will show as uneditable as show the
configuration in (Figure 22).
The insert end time manually feature gives more flexibility to the app to be
more practical to the employee. Usually with a long day of work and with
various natures of work’s tasks can be a little hard to remember to end the
time on the specific tickets.

Figure 22. insert end time manually Form.

6.3 Submit Data with workflow
After finishing the practical part on the app's UI and formula’s side. Then
need to combine the data with relevant entity and records to store the
data there. The main process in the app is adding the start time
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automatically by adding a button. This button appears in each row of data
retrieved from the Entity database. This button response is sending the
selected ticket name and the current time and the logged-in employer's
full name into the Work Input Entity. The process of adding the data to the
Entity is done by Microsoft Power Automate ( Microsoft Flow ).
To join the button with Power Automate need to select the button and go
to the “Action” area in the up bar and click on Power Automate and choose
to create a new flow as shown in (Figure 23).
The power Automate is used To transport the data between galleries. The
use of Power Automate is practical because the latest version of Power
Apps not allowing to share two entities' data in the same gallery. The use
of the Power Automate is the more efficient way to transfer the data from
the Ticket’s gallery to the Work input entity.

Figure 23. Add Power Automate to the button.
When constitute the Microsoft workflow need to make it send the ticket
name, current time, make the status of the new work inputs “Working”.
The status value is added directly. The name of the ticket and the time is
added from Power Apps. When need some values add from the Power
Apps need to select the "Ask in power Apps" option when constituting the
Power Automate as show how is filled in (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Fill the CDS Entity value in the Power Automate.

After the workflow is added and connected with the button clicked to start
processing. Next perform will desire to add the data that choose to add
manually from the Power Apps as in (Figure 25).
The added data is the name of the selected ticket. There is one of the
elements to use the Gallery is can be referred to as each column's data as
" this item" which allows you to reach all the data of the column. To add
the current time need to insert the “Now ()” structure in the Formula field.
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Figure 25. inserted data for the Power Automate formula.

6.4 Submit Data
After finishing creating a new Work Input action along with update the
displayed data need to implement the handling the inserting of the new
work input’s data in the CDS Entity.
In addition to inserting the end time manually. It is accessible to insert it
automatically by adding a button on the screen. When the employee ends
working on the on-progress work input then will click the end-time button.
The back-end will automatically insert the end-time as the current time
and the duration will be current time minus inserted start time. The status
of the selected work input will be changed to completed as the formula
inserted data shown in (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. End-time and status submitting formula.
It possible that the Employee accidentally adds new work input or doesn’t
prefer to calculate the time for the created work input in the system. Then
it possible to click the cancel button. The cancel button will reform the
work input status to “Cancelled” as the inserted data order shown in (
Figure 27). The work Input will disappear from the screen subsequently.

Figure 27. The work input canceling button’s formula.
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7

PROJECT PARTITIONS

The Application is a complement to a bigger project. The other project
parts represent the Computer application as displayed in ( Figure 28),
Azure DevOps system and partly connecting with the Jira system.
Computer application is constituted by Model-Driven App. The application
is connecting the system to the Azure DevOps by WorkFlow.

Figure 28. Computer Application UI.

The Computer application is configured by using the Power apps
accessible templates. The displayed data generated according to the
shape of core business data in the Common Data Service. Every section is
created separately. The application templated is flexible to adjust
according to business requirements. The computer application is simple
as shown in( Figure 29 ).
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Figure29. Work inputs Entity Displayed data.

In computer application Employers have more control over the project
than a mobile application. Computer applications demonstrating more
data and give more options like add new users, tickets, work inputs and
control everything related to the project.
Another important part of the project is Microsoft Azure DevOps. On
Azure, the developers and business side are operating. The project's
source code is uploaded in the AzureDevOps cloud.
The computer application authorizes the employee to create new tickets.
The project’s parts are complete with each other. The flexibility of binding
between Microsoft Power Apps and Microsoft Power Automate's systems
simplify reaching the project's goals.
In the coming future, there is a strategy to develop the system to be further
qualified to cover all business desires. The main developing strategy will
be connecting the system to Jira to calculate the work time when the
company's employee works temporally in another company and the host
company use the Jira system. Jira is a powerful work management tool
suitable for managing teamwork. Jira's work process is like the Azure
DevOps Board work Process with little variations and preferences for both
of the tools.
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8

PLUGINS

The Plugins' integrated development environment was Visual Studio 2017.
The coding language is C#. The purpose of use of C# is defined as the
common popular coding language in plugins' development and
commissioned companies as well. The C# language is familiar to most
developers so it will be extremely suitable for further development. The
Visual studio using Azure DevOps Server and Visual Studio Team System.
These techniques provide various types of tools to support the
development environment, like project management, testing, and release
management capabilities,... Azure DevOps Server covers the entire project
life cycle. Azure DevOps can be used as a back-end to IDEs as you can read
more in the 4.5 section. These features are consolidated with the Visual
Studio Platform (Azure DevOps/TFS, 2020).
To develop a plugin interface need to use Microsft's IPlugin library. For
using IPlugin need to install “Microsoft.Xrm.SDK” (IPlugin interface, 2020).
The IPlugin components are simple to use. It contains the execute method
(IServiceProvider). IServiceProvider is a container for service objects. It
contains the references for Plug-in execution. The provided refrences like
tracing service, organization service, and notification service
(IServiceProvider, 2020).
To executes the Iplugin need to create a new file to be more useable. The
created file will be called a PluginBase as shown in (Figure 30). The file will
consist of the IPlugin. The creating a new file is because additionally of the
IPlugin, there are Helper classes that help in reuse the code and covering
Organization Service and Execution Contacts. These classes and contexts
are created by Microsoft CRM expert “Scott”. Previously in 4.7 and 4.8
sections mentioned more about how Microsoft Power Apps and CRM
knowledge are developed during implementing this system.
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Figure 30. PluginBase class.

8.1

Definitions

The commissioner company has determined what kind of functions need
to implement by plugins. The core idea is to avoid errors and set up
dynamics functions that work in the background. The number of plugins
per project can be from one to dozen. Plugins help fill the missing actions
in the project. The Plugins helps to avoid human error when working on
the project. For the first stage There one use case defined to implement in
the project. The plugin uses to control the entered data for Work Input's
Entity.
The Plugin’s assembly will be about checking the inserted data when
creating new work input. The Plugin will consist of various functions. The
functions reacting depending on the filled-in data after selecting the
intended ticket. If the user inserts only the start time then it will create
new work input with start time and the status will be in in-progress. If the
inserted data is a start and end time then it will calculate the duration time
by subtracting the end time from the start time and status will be
Completed. If the inserted data is a start and end time and duration the
plugin will calculate the different times between inserted times and
corresponding it with the inserted duration and calculate the duration if
not matching and the status will be changed to Completed. If the employee
gives only the duration the plugin will insert the end time in the time as
the current time and the start time will be the current time subtract the
duration value and the status will be Completed. The final function will be
checking if the start time greater than the end time and warn the user.
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8.2

Source Control configuration

The Base of developing Plugins is constructed on the created Solution. The
development IDE will be Visual Studio 2019. The created Solution is called
“Solution WhiteBlueErp”. Then open the Projects Folder and create a new
file called ‘ Solution’ and from the Visual studio program and click right on
the project and choose “Add” > “existing Web site”. The benefit of using a
web site is to reveal more details of the files than other types. The next
step will be to install “ SPKL” and “Microsoft CrmSdk Core Tool” from the
Nuget Package as shown in (Figure 31). The Microsoft CrmSdk core tool
will be downloaded automatically when installing SPKL because SPKL was
established on it.

Figure31. SPKL downloading.
Then need to get the Solution's initial metadata internal the source
control. This process is done by open the SPKL-bat file and clean the file
from over code. SPKL will provide suitable files for various environments
like WebResource file. The webResource has controlled the frontend of the
project. It’s possible to create the front-end by coding instead of using the
ready templates from Microsoft.
Fill the SPKL file to navigate the task runner to look for a solution name in
the server and fetch solution data into the project as show how to fill the
data in ( Figure 32). Then the system will recompose the solution to be a
deployable zip file.
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Figure 32. Initialize the SPKL file to fetch solution metadata.

The next phase will be clicking right on the “unpack.bat” file and choose the
Execute file. It will pop up the command-line tool where you need to set a
new connection by choosing “create a new connection” and insert Y ( Yes )
answer for the CRM tool. Then answer Y too for the question about is your
organization is provisioned in Microsoft office 365. The tool will need to
login by your Microsoft account’s User name and Password. The next step
will need to choose which instance or the environment is related to the
project. Our project environment is called “WBCERP”. After selecting the
intended environment then automatically the system will read all metadata
in the solution and pull it down locally. The pulling of the metadata will help
to check the data in the Source control.
After done need to create the PluginAssemblies phase. Creating
PluginAssemblies need to create a new C# class project by clicking right on
the project file and select “Add” then “New Project”. Similarly with
Solutions need to add Taskrunner by install “SPKL” to help in deploy .Net
Plugin code to my development environment. After SPKL needs to install
“CRM SDK” by clicking on “Microsoft.CrmSdk.CoreAssemblies”. The
CrmSdk helps to combine with Common Data Service.
During builds Plugins and deploy need to give it a strong name as shown in
(Figure32). The strong name gives a unique identity to the assembly. The
Unique identity prevents the mix among assemblies (Assemblies strong
name, 2020).
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Figure32. giving a strong name to the plugins.

The spkl.json file needs to clear by deleting all over code and leave only the
plugin's associated code. Then need to navigate the tool for Solution
direction and name to deploy to when executing the “deploy-plugins.bat”
file as shown how utilized in (Figure 33).

Figure33. Navigate the SPKL file for the solution’s name for deploying it.

As I mentioned in the 4.7 section, SPKL offers EarlyBound Resource. The
early Bound code will be downloaded automatically in the “ spkl.json” file.
The code structure needs little modification like the add the Solution name
and the “EarlyBound.cs” file path as shown in (Figure 34).
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Figure34. SPKL’s EarlyBound code.

8.3

Implement the Assemblies
The next phase after prepared the source control fundamentals of the
plugin's development will be a practical performance. When installing SPKL
then will download the helper method called“CRM Plugin Registration
Attribute ” as captured in (Figure 35). This helper method will be used to
register the plugins.

Figure35. SPKL helper method to register the plugins.
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Registering the assembly will be done by SPKL because as mentioned in the
4.7 section, most of the operations will be done automatically unlike the
plugin registration tool. That will be concluded through navigating the SPKL
by inserting the required data as shown in (Figure36). In the previous
section, the main steps are explained simply by writing comments above
each step.

Figure36. Regestering the plugins by SPKL.

Then need to add new variables to the class to check the inserted data
types and fill them in new variables to be ready to add to the CDS
concerned entity. To obtain the inserted data in the Entity need to
connect the system to the UI fields. Connecting the class to the UI data
fields done by IPlugin provided components like in ( Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Create new variables and connect to UI fields.

When constituting new Work Input the Logged in an employee will be
determined as the maker of the named work input. In a manual manner,
the Work input's creator is not static can be either the logged-in user or
another selected employee from the drop-down list.
The code will check if the employee’s field is left empty or be filled. This
process will be done by the snibbed code in ( Figure 38 ). In case nothing
chooses then will insert the logged-in employee name or will insert the
chosen Employee.

Figure38. checking the work input’s maker field.
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To check the inserted data contents that the employee insert needs to
going through if statement as shown in ( Figure 39 ). The checking helping
to implement the right function to handle the inserted data before pushing
it into the CDS. The "isStart” variable will be true if the inserted data
contain start time else will be false. When the code checking there is a start
time than will the inserted value in the "Start" variable. The same process
will be with end time and duration. The next step will check the true fields
through the if statement and send the variables to the helper method to
handle the data and then send it to the CDS. This proceeding will help to
reuse the code.

Figure39. Go through the inserted data.

After checking the inserted data in the UI need to be sure the inserted start
time value not upper than the end time. This step will break the in-progress
operation to prevent the error in time calculating and alert the employee
to reinsert the time correctly. The used code for executing this process will
be as in ( Figure 40).

Figure 40: checking the times constrasting.
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To avoid code duplicating and make the code easily accessible for further
development needs to create a helper class. The helper class code is shown
in ( Appendix 4 ). The helper class will handle the confirmed and
transferred data from the main class.
The helper class will contain variables and various functions. The variables
will be representing start time, end time, duration and status. The
concerned function will be executed depending on the transferred values
from the main class. If the user inserts only start time then the result will
be start time and status will be false. The true/false will help when the data
return to the main class to know if the Work Input is on working or
completed status. If the user inserts start and end time then the class will
calculate the duration and the status will be true. If the user inserts only
the duration then the end time will be the current time and the start time
will be the end time minus the duration and status will be true.
If the user inserts start&end Time & duration then will confirm if the
duration matches the difference between start time and end time. If not
then the function will recalculate it again.
After the helper method handles the transferred data from the main class.
The main class will take the returned " work input's status" and set or reset
the Work Input's status. To publish the status value to the CDS need to be
numbered. Every status has a unique number as snipped in ( Figure 41 ).
So the fetching value to the function will be True or false if true the status
will be “Completed” and if false then it will be “Working”.

Plugin41. Handling the work input’s status value.

After checking the inserted data and settled the status value. This
process helps determine which function from the helper method will
execute to handle the data and return the results to the main class. The
class code will be looking as shown in ( Figure 42). The refer to helper
method’s functions scenario can be like sending only start time or start
and end time or start, end time and duration.
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Figure42. Call the helper class function according to the available data.
After handling the are transferred values from the main class after go
through the checking operation. After this process, The final data will be
published to the CDS as shown in ( Figure 43 ).
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Figure43. Helper method’s functions.
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9

CONCLUSION

The mobile application system is implemented as planned. The purpose of
the application is to calculate the inserted time for the coming tickets from
the cloud. The tickets were created by the computer application or the
Azure DevOps system. The displayed tickets in the mobile application are
filtered according to the status and the logged-in employee's full name.
The status of the displayed ticket should be "Working" so the Employee
proceeds with the ongoing work input. The new work input's process is
accomplished to be user friendly as much as possible. When the user starts
working on a specific ticket can create new work input in two forms.
Employees can choose either done the function automatically or manually.
The automated creation of the work input just require easily to click the
start time button when start and end time when finish. In case need to use
the manual then there are various types depends on the generated work
input's status. It's possible to create the work inputs automatically and end
it manually or the opposite. The manual manner gives more flexibility to
the system to fit all the unpredictable situations but the automatic manner
more easy and fast to use. The system provides the ability to assign the
work input to the temporary worker in the company or temporarily
working employees for another company.
The app's functions are tested in daily use in various manners. The test goal
is to be sure the program functions will work properly as expected and
notice if there are unpredictable errors. The test time was not for a long
period. The reason has appeared an emergency crisis when this thesis is
written. More deep testing is intended when starting in further
development.
Developing apps in Power Apps face some difficulties. The difficulties
represent the lack of clear covering the developing guiding and found
certified sources. Microsoft tries to reduce the difficulties constantly by
developing the system and provides various platforms to share the
solutions of Possible encounter difficulties in the newly released and
developed features like chat community. Power Apps and CDS powerful
increase continuously that help get benefits from other user's experiences.
Previously most of the Power Apps users using Sharepoint as back-end
storage that leads to being most of the available refrences is talk about
SharePoint. Another difficulty when I developed the apps is the deleted
features from the last released version of power apps like not to support
using more than one Entity in each Gallery, unlike the old version which
authorized that. To solve this issue used a Power automate to bind with
other Entity.
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There are intentions for further development to make the system more
qualified to fit business requirements. The conceivable further developing
plans is to associate the project to the Jira system, make the system print
bills form when needing it and provide the employee easy access for the
app by creating the app's icon on the main screen's down bar.
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10.2 Appendices
Visio of project structure

Appendix 1

Table of Mobile app’s UI Elements

Appendix 2

No

Button Value

Power Apps Canvas App function implementation

1
2

New work input
Button
Refresh Button

This button will show create a new Work Input Page where the
user can add information manually
This button will refresh the Common data service data to show
the updating information in other employers add something

3

Logged in user label

This Label will show the full name of the logged-in user, which
his actions will be saved in CDS
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4

Search Text field

5

Organize button

6

Ticket name

This label the ticket name, so the user can choose which ticket
he/she wants to work on.

7

Status label

This label shows the status of the ticket to the user

8

Start Button

9

Add Start Time
Button

This button will allow starting calculating a time to the specific
user in the same field as the Button on.
This button allows the user to insert the start time manually I
case forget when started

10

Work inputs ticket
in process stage
label
Started time to the
work input label
End time Button

11
12
13
14

Add end time
manually
Work input
canceling button

Because the work is extending constantly, so the tickets can be
too many, for that this search field will help to found a specific
ticket easily
This icon helps to organize the tickets name in an ascending way

This label shows which ticket is in the process stage

This label showed the started time for the work inputs
This button allows inserting the current time as the end time
for the selected work inputs
This button allows inserting the end time manually in case the
user forgets to click the end button when the end.
In case the user clicked the wrong ticket to work on or no need
to work on this ticket can cancel it by clicking the ‘x’ button

Table of canvas app Formula implementation in backend

Appendix 3

No

Button Value

Work Process

1

New work input
Button
Refresh Button

Navigate(CreateNewWorkInput);
NewForm(CreateNewWI_Form)

2

3

Logged in user
label

Refresh('Entity1);Refresh(Entity2);
User().FullName
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4

Search Text field

5

Organize icon

6

Ticket name

ThisItem.Name

7

Status label

ThisItem.'Ticket Status'

8

Start Button

9

Add Start Time
Button

10

Work inputs ticket
in process stage
label
Started time to the
work input label
End time Button

CreatenewWorkInputs.Run("Entity2","",ThisItem.Ticket,Now());
Refresh('Entity2');Refresh(Tickets);
UpdateContext({TimerStart:true});
(( CreatenewWorkInputs is a Workflow function ti insert he data
to the CDS Entity ))
NewForm(AddStartTime_Form);
Navigate(InsertStartTimeManually_Page);
'End Time_DataCard5_1'.Update=Today()
ThisItem.Ticket.Name

11
12

13
14
15

Add end time
manually
Work input
canceling button
Timer

Here will be used by the Gallery to get the value from here and
insert it in the filter function
Sort('Entity1,Name,Ascending)

ThisItem.' Start Time'
Patch('Entity2',ThisItem,
",Duration:DateDiff( ThisItem.'Start Time', Now(), Minutes )},
{'End Time':Now()
,Duration:DateDiff( ThisItem.'Start Time', Now(), Minutes)},
{'Work Input Status':[@'Work Input Status'].Working} );
Navigate(InsertEndTimePage);
NewForm(EndTime_Form)
Patch('Work Inputs',ThisItem,
{'Work Input Status':[@'Work Input Status'].Cancelled} );
Here I create a timer to update the data after two seconds from I
clicked the start button to show the created work inputs in Work
Inputs Gallery

Helper class to handle User inserted data

using System;
namespace Plugins.helpers
{
public class Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus
{

Appendix 4
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public
public
public
public
public
{

DateTime StartDateTime;
DateTime EndDateTime;
int? Duration;
Boolean IsCompleted;
Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus(DateTime starttime)

StartDateTime = starttime;
IsCompleted = false;
}
public Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus(DateTime starttime, int duration)
{
StartDateTime = starttime;
Duration = duration;
EndDateTime = StartDateTime.AddMinutes(duration);
IsCompleted = true;
}
public Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus(DateTime starttime, DateTime endtime)
{
if (starttime > endtime)
{
throw new NotSupportedException("ERROR: star tTime cannot be greater
than End Time.");
}
else
{
TimeSpan WorkTime = endtime - starttime;
StartDateTime = starttime;
EndDateTime = endtime;
Duration = (int)WorkTime.TotalMinutes;
IsCompleted = true;
}

}
public Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus(DateTime starttime, DateTime endtime,
int duration)
{
StartDateTime = starttime;
EndDateTime = endtime;
TimeSpan WorkTime = endtime - starttime;
if (WorkTime.TotalMinutes != duration)
{
Duration = (int)WorkTime.TotalMinutes;
IsCompleted = true;
}
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else
{
this.Duration = duration;
IsCompleted = true;
}
}
public Wbc_ActivityTimeStatus(int duration)
{
EndDateTime = DateTime.UtcNow;
StartDateTime = EndDateTime.AddMinutes(-duration);
Duration = duration;
IsCompleted = true;
}
}
}

